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Millions enjoy WonderWord every day . . . are you one of them? WonderWord
Treasury 8 includes 130 puzzles, 31 of which are the larger 20 x 20 grid! Get lost
in the most essential, habitual, and enthralling puzzle!
‘An admirable collection. Each story has its subtle nuances of narrative and language
which established a quite distinct character. A most impressive work of fiction’ The
Times Graham Swift’s taut prose style, natural gift for characterization and tight grasp
of the details and complexities of real life combine beautifully in these concentrated and
enigmatic stories to offer an incisive exposé of the illusion, subterfuge and enigma of
everyday interaction. Focusing on the combative relationships between men and
women – between a mismatched couple; an ageing doctor and his hypochondriacal
patient; a teenage refugee swept up in the conflict of an oppressively sentimental father
and his rebellious son – these spare, Kafkaesque stories are a microcosm for all human
cruelty and need. ‘Graham Swift . . . has a wide range; he can be delicately sensitive or
outrageously funny. He is a born storyteller’ Daily Telegraph ‘He has style and he has
range, and quiet strengths that are continuously and effortlessly displayed. Graham
Swift should be read by everyone with an interest in the art of the short story’ Evening
Standard
Get the inside track on America's most famous racing families in The NASCAR Family Album.
More than 150 historic photos and 26 plastic-encased NASCAR collectibles bring the roar of
engines into the living room. Enjoy reproductions of Tim Flock's 1953 handwritten account of
having a monkey as a copilot; an original conceptual drawing presented to Bill France for the
Daytona Speedway entrance; and Rusty Wallace's handwritten application for Rookie-of-theYear eligibility in 1982. With a foreword by Brian France, The NASCAR Family Album offers an
unforgettable interactive racing experience from the families who helped make NASCAR one
of the most popular and exciting spectator sports in America.

Curtis the Courteous Raccoon shows young children how goodmanners at
school can mean more friends and more fun for everyone. Curtis has tips in
these areas: using polite words, respecting differences, and being a good
listener.
When journalist and ghost sceptic Will Storr heads to Philadelphia to meet Lou Gentile,
a demonologist, he expects a little fun with an amusing eccentric. What he gets are
terrifying experiences of spectral lights and horrific demonic growling - and all of his
safe, adult preconceptions about ghosts instantly vanish. In the cold light of day, Will
decides on a quest for the truth about ghosts. He meets professional paranormal
investigators and takes part in séances and a vigil in the most haunted house in Britain,
tries out divining rods and ouija boards, and goes on set with TV's Most Haunted. But
Will also seeks out the sceptics in clinical psychology and philosophy who ask if spirits
are really just in our heads. His journey is full of bizarre, terrifying and hilarious
experiences, each one a new insight into life, death and what might come after.
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